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Address T&T, Turnov s.r.o. 
Přepeřská 130 
251101 Turnov 

Country Czech Republic

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
An acronym for eXtra large IS machine, the ISX, with twice the cooling capacity of any other IS machine in the market. It can cope, for example, with
up to 220 tons/day on a single 12-section IS machine in triple gob configuration for wine production or quad gob for beer or energy drinks. Potentially,
this means a daily output of approximately 620,000 0.75 litre wine bottles or 1.1 million 0.33 litre beer bottles every day.

T&T Turnov sro recently unveiled the so-called ISX machine. It can produce very large bottles of up to 1.5 litre wine or spirits in triple gob with a centre
distance of two x 6 ¼in (12½ triple). But the machine has to offer much more. Besides the triple gob version, the machine can be changed and
upgraded to quad gob with a centre distance of three x 4 ¼in (12 ¾ quad). Or on the other hand, there are also smaller versions of double/triple gob
combinations, for example 6 ¼in double gob with 4 ¼in triple gob. The same machine platform is used for all centre distances.
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